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Abstract 
This paper studies the relative performance of the Coffman-Graham algorithm for scheduling 
unitary tasks on VI processors with unitary communication delays. 
Using a particular decomposition of CC-schedules, we prove that its worst case relative pcr- 
formance is bounded by $ for m = 2 and that this bound is tight. For VI> 3, we provide an 
instance of the problem for which the performance ratio is 3 - [6,!(m + I )]. 
1. Introduction 
With the increasing importance of parallel computing, the question of how to sched- 
ule a set of tasks on an architecture becomes critical, and has received much attention. 
For the results to reflect modem architectures, communication delays between proces- 
sors must be included in the model. Precedence relations between two tasks i and j 
expresses the fact that task j needs output of i to be executed. If these two tasks are 
not assigned to the same processor, a delay must be considered between the completion 
of i and the beginning of j to forward the data. The aim is to find a schedule that 
minimizes the makespan. 
Several theoretical studies are devoted to this kind of problems (cf. the two sur- 
veys [I, 131). In this paper, we assume unit durations, unit interprocessor commu- 
nication delays and m available processors. This problem is usually referred to as 
PI prec, c,~ = 1. pi = 1 IC,,,,, in standard notations [ 131. 
Lenstra et al. [9] proved that this problem is NP-hard if the precedence graph is an 
out-tree. In Hoogeven et al., it is proved that unless B = 1”.9, there is no polynomial 
approximation algorithm with a worst case performance ratio less than $ for a general 
precedence graph (the performance ratio is here UI/OJ~~~~ where (11 (resp. (o”,~) is the 
makespan of the schedule computed by the algorithm (resp. the optimal schedule)). 
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For tn = 2, the complexity of the problem is still unknown for general graphs. But 
several authors developed polynomial algorithms for trees [5, 8, 91 and for series- 
parallel graphs [3]. In [8], Lawler proved that his algorithm for trees may be extended 
to m processors with a difference: 
CL) - W,pt <m - 2. 
Guinand et al. [4] improved the bound of Lawler’s algorithm to get: 
Mohring and Schaffter [lo] developed another algorithm with the same difference but 
with communication delays in (0, 1 }. 
For general graphs, Rayward-Smith [12] proved that any static list algorithm has a 
relative performance ratio bounded by 3 - (2/m) and proved that this bound is tight. 
More recently, we developed in [ 1 l] a new algorithm with a relative performance ratio 
bounded by i - (4/3m), and we proved that this bound is tight. 
It is well known that if there are no communication delays, the Coffman-Graham list 
algorithm provides an optimal solution on two processors [2]. Moreover, Lam and Sethi 
[7] proved that its performance ratio is bounded by 2 - (2/nz) on m processors. Our 
purpose was here to study the behavior of this algorithm for the problem 2lprec, cjk = 1, 
P,j = 1 ICmax. 
In Section 2, we present the problem and recall the Coffman-Graham list schedule. 
In Section 3, we show that any CG-schedule for two processors may be decomposed 
into blocks by defining pivots as in [2, 71 such that each block contains at least three 
tasks every two consecutive periods. We deduce an upper bound of the makespan of 
this schedule from parameters of these blocks. In Section 4, we merge the blocks 
into segments to get a decomposition of tasks into totally ordered sets. We deduce a 
lower bound of an optimal schedule. In Section 5, we prove that the relative perfor- 
mance of CG-schedules for 2 processors is nearly { and the tightness of this bound. In 
Section 6, we provide an example with an asymptotic performance ratio 3 - [6/(m + l)] 
for m>3. 
This paper is a shorter version of [6] where we proved that the performance ratio 
of CG-schedules is bounded by min(3 - (3/m),(2m/3) + c) for m processors. 
2. Coffman-Graham schedules 
After a definition of the problem, we show how static list schedules can be extended 
in presence of communication delays. We then recall the main features of the Coffman- 
Graham list. 
2.1. Problem dejnition 
The input of Plprec, qk = 1, pj = 1 ICmax, denoted by IT,, is as follows: 
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l A set T = { 1,. . , IT} of n tasks with unit durations. 
l An acyclic directed graph G = (z. E). 
l m identical parallel processors. 
We shall say that a task x precedes a task _r if there is a path in G from x to ,1’. 
The task .r is called a predecessor of _I’, and ~7 is a successor of x. This relation will bc 
denoted by x - J’. A task x is said to be an immediate successor (resp. predecessor) 
of a task ~1 if there is an arc (J,.v) (resp. (x,_v)) in G. 
As mentioned previously, an arc (x, ~1) models a data transfer from task s to task ~2, 
that must occur after the end of n and before ,v starts. The duration of this data transfer 
is assumed to be 0 if .Y and ,r are performed by the same processor, and 1 otherwise. 
Thus a schedule i assigns a starting time i.(x) and a processor z(x) to each task s so 
that: 
l for any couple of tasks x, _I’, if n(x) = Z(J) then i(x) # j(y); 
l for any arc (x, y) of G, 
~ if rc(.r) = rc( J’), then i,(y) > i(x) + I; 
_ else i.(j.) 3 i(x) + 2. 
The problem is to find a schedule with a minimum makespan PI; defined as follows: 
(9; = yc(j.(.r) + 1 ), 
As we handle discrete times, we shall call by time t the time unit [t, t + 1). Similarly, 
we define discrete time intervals: [[t,.s]] will denote the time interval [t,s + 1 ). 
Let us now recall how static list schedules can be built for a problem with unit 
communication delays. We assume that to each task is assigned a static priority. and 
that priorities define a total ordering of tasks. 
The list scheduling algorithm builds a solution by scheduling at each time the high- 
est priority task among a set of concurrent feasible tasks in order to meet resource 
constraints. 
Let us assume that a partial schedule has been built in the time interval [[0, t - I]]. 
A task s that is not yet scheduled is feasible at time t if all its predecessors are 
scheduled before t, and if at most one predecessor of .Y is scheduled at time t - I. We 
denote by F the set of feasible tasks at time t. 
Now. let x E F be a task with one predecessor J’ scheduled at time t - I. If s is 
scheduled at time t, it must be scheduled on the same processor as ~9. We then say that 
x is tied up to this processor. Otherwise, .r may be scheduled on any processor and is 
said to be free. Let us denote by E;, the set of feasible tasks tied up to processor p, and 
by F,j the set of free feasible tasks. Obviously, only one task of I$ can be scheduled 
at time t. 
Thus the list algorithm computes at each step a set F’ of tasks that may be scheduled 
concurrently. F’ contains the set of free tasks FO and the highest priority task of each 
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non empty set Fp. The min( IF’I, m) highest priority tasks of F’ are then scheduled at 
time t. 
This step is repeated until all tasks have been scheduled. 
2.3. The Cofman-Graham list schedule 
It is assumed, without loss of generality, that there is no transitive arc in the graph 
G: an arc (x,y) is the only path from x to y in G. The main idea is to define the 
priority of each task level by level. The tasks of the same level are ordered following 
the lexicographic order of their list of immediate successors. 
Let x be a task. We denote by T(x) the set of immediate successors of x. The 
labeling algorithm can be expressed as follows: 
1. Choose an arbitrary task x E r such that T(x) = 0 and set L(x) := 1. 
2. Assume that for some k d n, the labels 1,2,. . , k - 1 have been assigned. 
l Let R be the set of tasks with no unlabeled successors: !fx E R, Vy E T(x), L(y) 
is defined. 
l With each task x of R is associated the ordered list I(x) of its immediate succes- 
sors labels. Notice that I(X) may be empty. 
l The label k is assigned to the task x* of R with the smallest I(x) according to 
the lexicographic order: L(x*) := k. 
For any couple of tasks x, y, we note x > y if L(x) > L(y). 
A CC-labelling for an example precedence graph is illustrated in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 shows 
the associated CG-schedule for two processors. 
Fig. 1. A precedence graph with tasks labeled by a lexicographic order 
Fig. 2. CC-schedule for 2 processors. 
3. Block decomposition 
3.1. Definition of’ blocks 
Let G be an acyclic graph, the nodes of which are indexed by their CC-label. 
Let us consider a CC-schedule i. of G of makespan (0. Without loss of general- 
ity, we identify the idle slots on each machine with independent dummy tasks of 
priority 0. 
Using the scheme of Coffman-Graham’s proof, we decompose the slots into [j + I 
blocks denoted by X0, XI,. .,X/j. A block XL is characterized by its lowest priority 
task &, called a pivot, which precedes any task of Xi such that 1 <k. These blocks 
are built so that in the CG-schedule of any block Xk at least three tasks are performed 
every two time units. 
We present now the decomposition algorithm. In order to initialize it, we add three 
dummy tasks as follows: 
l Two dummy tasks of highest priority are performed at time -2 and are connected 
to every tasks without predecessor in G. This results in the addition of two idle 
slots at time -1. 
l We also add one dummy task d,-, executed at time (D (this task is not connected 
to other tasks). 
At step h-, let us assume that pivots dk _ 1, , d I. do have been already defined. and 
let s be the starting time of dk_ 1 (s = i(d~_1)). 
1. Let t be the maximum integer such that: 
0 -l<t<s, 
l at time t at most one task x > dk-1 is performed, 
l In the time interval [[t - 1, t]] at most two tasks greater than Q _ 1 are performed. 
2. If t does not exist, then no new pivot can be defined, and we set [j = k ~ 2; 
3. else the following configurations may occur: 
(a) No task x >dk--I is performed at time t: in this case, according to the choice 
of t, we may have, 
Crrsr 1: Two tasks a, h greater than dk_ I are performed at time t - 1. We 
set Q’A to the lowest priority task among a and h. 
Ccrsr I’: At most one task LI > dk- 1 is performed at time t - 1. But according 
to the labeling rule, any task x > dk-1 performed after t has no predecessor 
performed at time t, and at most one predecessor performed at time t ~ 1. 
Hence it would have been scheduled earlier by the list scheduling algorithm, 
and this configuration is impossible. 
(b) One task b>dk-l is performed at time t. According to the choice of t, we get 
the two following cases: 
Cuse 2: A predecessor a of h is performed at time t - 1. In this case we set 
dk to n. 
Cllsr 3: b has no predecessor performed at time t - 1. We set dk to b. Notice 
that in this case at time t - 1 at most one task a greater than cik-1 is performed. 
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Case 1 
t-l t 
Case 2 
t-l t 
Case 3 
t-l t 
Fig. 3. Pivots 
“4 4 4 do 
Fig. 4. Pivots and block decomposition 
At the completion of this algorithm, dp+, is defined to be one of the dummy tasks 
performed at time -2. 
Fig. 3 depicts the three possible cases for the choice of the pivot. Fig. 4 shows the 
action of the block decomposition algorithm on our example. 
The algorithm decomposes the set of pivot indices { 1,. , p + I} into three subsets 
denoted by UI, UZ, U3: 
k E U, H Case i occurs for the choice of dk. 
For our example, we get UI = {2,5,6}, U2 = { 1,3} and U3 = (4). 
From the outputs of the above algorithm, we build the sequence of blocks X0,. . . ,Xb 
as follows: if p==O, then X0 = z; 
else 
&={xEz 
b’kc{l,... 
Xp={xm 
,B- I>> &={xEr 1 A(dk+,)<R(x)</Z(dk) and x>dk}, 
IO<A(x)<A(dg) and x>dp}. 
We also denote by X the union of blocks: 
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Notice that X0 may be empty if dl is performed at time (o - 1. Hence in this case 
1 E U3. All other blocks cannot be empty since for all k E { 1.. , /j}, c/k E& 
3.2. Precrdences hettceen blocks 
Precedence relations between blocks are analyzed through several technical lemmas. 
Most of them do only depend on the properties of the CC-labeling. Hence their proof 
can be found in [7]. The specificity of our decomposition is involved only in Lemma 1, 
that states the increasing priority of the pivots dk: 
Lemma 1. ‘dk E (2,. . . , /I}, [f i,(x) > j_(dk) and x 3 d, ~ 1, then dk precedes x. ItI pcrr-ti- 
ctdrr, dk precedes dk- , 
Proof. Let us consider a task x such that n(x)>E,(dk) and x>dk_l. Without loss of 
generality, we assume that x has no predecessor that satisfies this assumptions. 
As the CG-labeling is a level list, any task of priority lower than dx-1 could not be 
a predecessor of x. Using this property, we study the three configurations of k: 
l If k E (/I, x has a greater priority than all tasks performed at time i.(d,: ) + I. Hence 
it is performed after time i(dk) + 1, and according to the list scheduling rule, it 
must have two predecessors performed at time %(dk). As there are only two tasks 
(including dk) greater than dk-1 performed at time i,(dk) we necessarily have 
dl, 4 x. 
l If k E r/,, then let us denote by h the task performed at time i(dk ) + 1. Then. 
either x = 6, or i.(x) > R(dk) + 1. In the former case x is a successor of (1~ by the 
definition of case 2. In the latter case, x cannot have two predecessors performed 
at time j_(dk) + 1, nor l(dk), so it is necessarily a successor of a’,: or h. Since 
dk --f b, we always get dk +x. 
l Finally, if k E Uj, if x was not a successor of dk it could have been performed 
at time j.(dk) even if it was tied up to some processor. Hence x is a successor 
of dA-. ;7 
As simple outcomes, we get the following properties: 
Lemma 2. Vk E { 1,. . , /I}, every tusk x E lJ&’ Xl is (I successor qf’ dA. 
Lemma 3. VkE{O,...,p}, hkEXk, dk+l >x>dk 
Now, the tasks of & have the greatest priority among the tasks performed after 
&+I: 
Lemma 4. VkE{O ,..., a}, Yx’xXk, ify@Xk, und j.(y)>i(dk+l), then x>J’. 
Recall that l(dk+l) is the ordered list of the successors of dk+l. 
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Case 1: 
p Case 2: rj! 
Case 3.(a) 
p$&zq 
one idle slot every 
two times period 
Case 3.(b) 
N 
, 
one idle slot every 
two times period 
Fig. 5. Three cases for bounding vn 
Lemma 5. WE{O,..., /I}, let Ek be the tusks of Xk without predecessor in Xk. Then, 
the first elements of’ l(dk+l ) are exactly the elements of Ek. 
3.3. Upper bound on the CG-schedule 
The aim of this section is to express an upper bound on the makespan w of the 
CG-schedule from the decomposition in blocks. 
VkE{O,..., p}, let us denote by rk the number of idle slots in this schedule in the 
time interval [[A(dk+l ), %(dk) - l]]. Clearly, 
where the term -2 comes from the two idle slots added at time - 1. 
Lemma 6. Vk E (0,. . , /I}, rk ,< #dk) - i(dk+,)] + 1. 
Proof. 1. If >L(dk)=i(dk+l) + 1, then there is at most one idle slot at time l,(dk+l), 
so the inequality is true (see Fig. 5). 
2. If A(dk)=>L(dk+l) f 2, then since dk+l was not performed earlier, there is at least 
one task y#dk+l belonging to &+I uxk performed in [[i,(dk+l),i(dk) - l]]. So there 
are at most two idle slots in this interval and the inequality is true here. 
3. Else, i(cl’k )>i(u’k+r ) + 3. We consider then 2 subcases: 
(a) If there is no idle slot at time i(dk-+r ) + 1, then, there is at most one idle 
slot every two time period in [[;(u’~+r) + 2,/.(u’k) - I]] and one idle slot at 
time i(dk+r ), so: 
(b) Else, there is at least one idle slot at time A(dk+r) + 1. Then, there is no 
idle slot at time A(dk+i) + 2. By contradiction, if there is one, then since 
j”(c!k) > j,(dk+ 1) + 2, there is in this case a pivot in the interval [[;.(c/k T 1 ) 
+ I, i(cl~+~ )+2]], which is impossible. So the number of idle slots in [[i(d/, ++I ) 
+ Z,R(u’k) - l]] is bounded by i[n(d,+i) - i(dk) - 21. 
Moreover, since there is no idle slot at time i(d,: _ 1) + 2 and at least one 
at time ;,(u’~+r ) + 1, k + 1 E U, or k + 1 E Ur, so there are exactly two idle 
slots in [[i(dk,r),i.(d~+r) + I]] and the lemma holds. C 
Let us define l~,~;,=~~ = I if X0 =0, 0 otherwise. 
Proof. 1. If X()=0, then at time (r) - 1 are performed dr with an idle slot. So 1.0 = I 
and from Lemma 6, we get: 
Since i,(d,j+r )=-2. Cf=, Vk < +(m + 3) + /,. 
2. Else, from Lemma 6, we deduce that 
so, cp=,, Yh d $0 + 2 + [i 
Then, cf_,, 1.k < i(o + 2 + /? - 41 i,‘i,Y~). From the equality 2m= /Xl + Cf_,, ,;1 - 2. 
we deduce that 
So, the inequality is proved. 0 
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4. Segments 
4.1. De$nition of segment 
In the classical block decomposition of the CG-schedule on two processors, the 
blocks are totally ordered: for any task x~Xk+i, and any task <VEX,, there is a path 
of G from x to y. Unfortunately, this property does not hold for our decomposition. 
Indeed, task 7 of our example belongs to X2 and does not precede task 2 of Xl. 
In the following, we build a sequence of totally ordered segments denoted by 
Wa,. ., W, by merging the blocks and some extra tasks such that each segment I#$ 
contains at least an average number of three tasks per two times units in the CG- 
schedule. As in Lam and Sethi [7], any time we merge two consecutive blocks Y$ and 
q+t in a segment F$, we add a new extra task z@X in order to respect the minimum 
proportion between tasks and idle slots. The existence of such an extra task is given 
by the following lemma: 
Lemma 8. Let kE{O,.. .,/3 - l}, ulna! let I#$ be u set of tusks such that XE fi + 
x >dk+l. Assume that there is a tusk x E fl such thut: 
a x has no successor in I#$; 
l there is at least one tusk x’ EXk such thut x’ is not a successor of’x; 
then there exists a successor z ofx such that dk <z and 3.(z) < i,(dk+l). 
Proof. Let us consider a task x that satisfies the assumptions of the lemma. X#dk+l 
since dk+l precedes x’. So x > dk+l , and I(x) is lexicographically not smaller than 
l(dk+l). But by Lemma 5, the largest elements of /(dk+l) are the elements of Ek. 
Thus either I(x) contains all the elements of Ek, or it contains at least one task z 
whose priority is greater than one element of Ek. In the former case, x precedes any 
element of &, thus it does not satisfy the assumptions. Hence we can find a successor z 
of x such that z> mineEEL e>dk. 
Now, z cannot belong to xk - Ek, otherwise by Lemma 5 it would have a lower 
priority than any element of Ek. Thus by Lemma 4, z cannot be performed after 
/l(dk+l), otherwise its priority would be lower than dk. Hence i,(z) < J(dk+l ). 0 
In our example, task 7 is a valid x for the lemma, assuming k= 1. Task 3 is then 
the task z provided by the lemma. 
We now present the construction of the segments Wo,. . . , W,. In the following 
algorithm, i and k are respectively the index of the current segment and of the current 
block. k, will denote the largest index of a block included in the segment F, Z will 
denote the set of extra tasks and 0 the last segment subscript. 
(1) Wo:=Xp, i:=O, ki:=p, k:=/l - 1, Z:=@. 
(2) While (k > 0) and (& # 8) do 
(a) If I$$ and & are totally ordered then the segment R is completed. We set 
i:=i+ 1, &1=X,, ki:=k, and k:=k - 1. 
(b) else. let .X be a task of & satisfying the assumptions of Lemma 8. Choose 
a task z given by the lemma and set Cz: = & UX, U {z}, k:== k - 1, and 
Z:=ZU{z}. 
(3) rr:=i. 
Notice that this algorithm is consistent since at step 2(b), & and some task .Y t Ct; 
satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 8. Indeed, all tasks ~E&,~ k’> k and all elements 
of Z added in the previous steps have a priority greater than dk+,. 
At step 2(b), fl and XL are not totally ordered so there exist a task J-E & and 
x’ E.XA such that _I’ is not a predecessor of x’. We can then set s to be the extremity 
of the longest path issued from y in the graph restricted to the nodes of R. 
This algorithm applied to our example depicted in Fig. 4, leads to the following 
segment decomposition: ct;, =X5, Wt =X4, Wz =X3, W’3 =X1 UX, U (3) and WA =.&. 
Now, obviously the algorithm builds totally ordered segments: 
We now derive the cardinality of Z with respect to the number of blocks and seg- 
ments. The following lemma simply results from the fact that all extra tasks z chosen 
at steps 2(b) are necessarily different (by Lemma 8). 
Lemma 10. IZl=p - CT - llx,,lfll. 
As the segments are totally ordered, in any optimal schedule there will be at least 
one idle slot in the schedule of two consecutive segments. This simple remark leads 
us to derive a lower bound on the optimal makespan, that we express using the block 
decomposition. 
Let us denote by W= UT=, & and by Cc,. the subgraph of G generated by the 
subset of nodes W. Let us consider an optimal schedule i.” of Gbr,, the makespan of 
which is denoted by (II*. 
Obviously, r~) * is a lower bound on the optimal makespan of G denoted by CJJ,,. 
Moreover, 201* = / W( +o where o denotes the number of idle slots on the ITZ processors 
for the schedule R”. 
We now decompose the number of idle slots of i” as follows: we define the sequence 
f:,, it{-1 ._.._ r7} as 
V’iE{O....,o} ci = mca;( jL*(x )), I,_-1 =o 
V’i E (0,. , CT}. o, is the number of idle slots occurring during the time interval [[z’,.. 1, 
1:, - I]]. o,,+l is the number of idle periods during the last time unit (f)* - 1 of this 
schedule. 
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Naturally, o= C,“=*d oi. We are now going to give lower bounds on Oi, using prece- 
dence relations between segments. 
Lemma 11. V’iE{l,..., o}, oj31. 
Proof. 1. If there is only one task from Wi_ 1 performed at time Vi_ 1, the lemma holds. 
2. Else, if there are two tasks performed at time r,_i, then by Lemma 9, first tasks 
from Wi are performed at time u;_i + 2 and there are two idle slots at time zl;_1 + 1. 
So, the inequality is true. 0 
Hence we get the following lower bound on the optimal makespan: 
Lemma 12. 20~3 1x1-t p - lI,,zOI 
Proof. Since cc), 3 co*, we get 20,31WI + o. By Lemma 10, 
Moreover, we know from Lemma 11 that o 3 0. 0 
5. Relative performance for 2 processors 
From the two bounds obtained previously, we get the following theorem: 
Theorem 13. w< &, + ~l~x,=flI. 
Proof. From Lemma 7, ,<$(i/Xl + $p - ~l~,,=~~) + fl~,=~~. Using Lemma 12, 
we get the inequality. 0 
This bound is tight for X0 = 8. Indeed, let us consider the graph pictured by Fig. 6. 
Fig. 7 shows an optimal schedule of makespan 3 and a CG-schedule of makespan 4. 
Notice that, for this graph, there is no optimal CC-schedule. 
1 2 
Fig. 6. A precedence graph. 
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CG-schedule Optimal schedule 
Fig. 7. Optmal and CG-schedules. 
6. A worst case for m 2 3 
We show here that, for m 3 3, 3 - [6/(m + 1 )] is a lower bound on the worst case 
relative performance of a CG-schedule. Firstly, we build a class L(m) of graphs quite 
similar to those developed in [7] for the problem without communication delays. Then, 
we study the structure of some CG-schedules for these graphs. In a third part, we 
determine nearly optimal schedules for a particular subclass of L(m). Lastly, we show 
that the above ratio is asymptotically reached. 
Definition (Precedence pa,&). For any m 23, we consider the following class L(m) 
of graphs. Let G E L(m) be a graph with n + 1 levels indexed by 0,. . . , n: each level 
i E (0, , PI} contains at least two tasks denoted by ai and 6,. Some of them also 
contain m + I additional tasks c,‘, . , qm+’ Let Lt be the set of indices containing only 
two tasks and L2 = (0,. , n} - L, . We assume that: 
l OELI and IEL~, 
l There are two integers p and q such that the graph G is alternately composed 
by p levels of Ll and q levels of L,. 
The arcs between two levels i and i + 1, i E (0,. . . , n - 1 } are defined as follows: 
l a; -+ O,+I and bi + hi+, , 
l If iEL1, c/+b,+, for anyjE(l,...,m+ l}, 
0 If i+ 1 ELl, a;+c,i+, for anyjE{l,..., mf I}. 
Notice that these graphs have a regular structure with a periodicity of R = p + q. In 
order to simplify the structure of these schedules, we also assume that (n+ 1) mod R = 0. 
Fig. 8 shows a graph G E L(4) with p = 2 and q = 3. 
Study of’ m particular CG-scheduk of G. From [7], we can define a CG-labeling 
of any graph G such that, for all iE{O,...,n}, b,>a, and if iEL2, b,>c:>.‘. 
)cI)l-l >a,. 
Fig. 9 shows the CC-schedule associated with the graph pictured in Fig. 8. 
One can easily prove by induction that this CG-schedule satisfies (see Fig. IO) 
V~E{I ,.... n}, k(b,)=i(a,_l), and 
l if i E Ll, then A(ai) = i.(b;), 
l else ;,(c,’ ) = n(b;), i_(cF) = = i.(cjm+‘) = 3.(b,) + 1 and R(ai) = i.(b,) + 2. 
So, the execution times of tasks from consecutive levels do not overlap. Moreover, 
all tasks of a L, -level (resp. Lz-level) are completed in one (resp. three) time unit(s). 
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Fig. 8. A graph G E L(4). 
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Fig. 9. CG-schedule for GEL(~). 
i is L2 
h ( ai ) = h ( bi ) h ( ai ) = h ( bi ) + 2 
Fig. IO. CG-schedule for i E L1 u Lz, 
I 07 
Fig. I I Nearly optimal schedule for m = 4 
The makespan of this schedule is thus 
Stud)% of’ u rzeurl~ optimal schedule. We now define particular values of p, q, for 
which a nearly optimal schedule denoted by iopt with a simple structure can be built. 
Let us assume that one processor is dedicated to tasks a,, another to h,. and the 
remaining ~1 - 2 to the other tasks. 
Let I= Icm(m - 2, m + 1) (least common multiplier). Notice that we need exactly 
I/(m ~ 2) time units to perform without interruptions l/(m + 1) sets of m + 1 tasks 
on m ~ 2 processors. We set p = l/(m + l), R = ll(m - 2) so q = p - R = [l;(m + I )] 
- [li(m - 2)]. 
For example, if m = 4 we get I= 10, p = 2 and q = 3. So, the graph G E L(4) pictured 
in Fig. 8 belongs to this new subclass of graphs. 
The nearly optimal schedule iopt is then built as follows: 
l For all i E (0,. ,n}, Aopt = i. 
l For all k E (0,. . . , [(n + 1)/R] - l}, we execute tasks c,’ with j E { 1,. , m t 1 ) 
and it{kR+ l,...,kR+ p} in the interval [[(k + l)R,(k + 2)R - I]], so that 
precedence constraints between ai;R, , u~K_,~_ 1 and these tasks always hold. 
l On the same way, precedence constraints between these tasks e,’ and tasks 
hR-2,. ,hl;R+/wI hold if ViE{O,...,n},&,, (bi) = i + 2R ~ 1. Indeed, in this 
case, &(~/;R+I ) = (k + 2)R + 1 starts one time unit after completion of tasks c,’ 
withjE{l,..., m+ 1} and iE{kR+ l,..., kR+ p}. 
Fig. 11 presents this nearly optimal schedule for the graph pictured by Fig. 8. h,, is 
the latest task of this schedule. So, its makespan is TV,,,, = iopt(b,,) + I = M + 2R. 
Notice that when n + +oc, the processors tend to be busy all the time. so that this 
schedule is asymptotically optimal. 
Using the above values of p, q and R, we get: 
WC (n 1 1 2 6 
p-(m-2) -+-- =3-- 
%pt(f~) m-2 m-t1 m+ 1’ 
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7. Conclusions 
We proved here that the relative performance of CG-schedules is nearly t for 2 
processors. It is, up to now, the best approximation algorithm for this problem. 
We also proved that, for m 3 3, a lower bound of the worst case relative performance 
is 3 - [6/(m + l)]. This ratio tends to 3 for important values of m, so CG-schedules do 
not behave significantly better than any list schedule. Recall that the ratio in this case 
is 3 - (2/m) [12]. Moreover, for m 36, 3 - [6/(m + l)] 3 i - (4/3m), so our algorithm 
developed in [l l] has a better relative performance when the number of processors 
increases. 
Some questions remain open: what is the exact worst case performance of the CG 
schedule for m 3 3? Is it possible to improve the bound of [ 1 l] by using the lexico- 
graphic order or other numbering of the tasks? 
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